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#1 Identify Your Topic 

Is there a specific world issue or conflict that interests you? Is 
there something you’d like to have studied that we won’t get 
to? Is there something you feel you should study to prepare 
you for the Diploma Programme?

Requirements: 
● This should a topic that is grounded in a conflict.
● Topics should be somewhat specific - thesis 

statements will be developed to make topics more 
specific. 

● Your topic must be approved by your Humanities 
teacher and submitted to ManageBac

Due Date: September 15?

Possible topics and Examples could include:
● Syrian Civil War
● Conflict in Ukraine
● Libyan Civil War
● Territory in the South China Sea
● Boko Haram in Nigeria
● Failed Military Coup in Turkey
● Nationalist movements in Europe
● #BREXIT
● Separatist Movement in Philippines
● Iran Nuclear “Deal”
● Corruption in Brazil/Olympics



Humanities Johnson Research Topics



Humanities Hurst Research Topics



Humanities Dachpian Research Topics



#2 Begin Your Investigation Process

Begin researching by going to the library. You’ve got a basic idea of the topic you want to study, but now you need to know 
more about it to narrow your topic into a thesis statement. Start by browsing books that generally cover the topic. 

● If you’re interested in the reunification of Germany, you should consider looking at sources on the Cold War or fall of the 
Berlin Wall. 

● If you’re interested in the Conquest of Constantinople, consider looking at general sources on Ottoman and Byzantine 
history. 

Check out relevant books, save academic websites, and documentaries that you think will help you formulate a 
good research question. Once you find books, videos websites, and articles you think you will use in your evidence gathering 
process, check them out and begin to narrow your focus. 

*You will be required to write about and document your research process. If you just pick a topic 
because your buddy did, that’s going to hurt you overall grade. GET CURIOUS ABOUT HISTORY 
AND ENGAGE.



#3 Formulate a well-focused research question
Now that you’ve narrowed your focus and received approval from your Humanities teacher, you need to develop the thesis 
statement or question that will be answered in your research paper. 

Remember, this research paper is analytical in nature, so the research should be something specific that is answered by explaining 
‘HOW?’ and ‘WHY?’ 

At the beginning of class, on the assigned due date, you must include a one paragraph description of the process you when through 
to choose your topic, research, and create your research question. 

Topic Research Question

Causes of World War I How was European nationalism a major cause of World War I?



Guidance In 
Creating a 

Research Question

Websites and Videos to Consult
● Thompson Writing Program - Duke University: 

What Makes a Good Research Question?
● SUNY Empire State - Evaluating Your Research 

Question
● Laurier Library (video) - Making and Evaluating 

Your Research Question

http://twp.duke.edu/uploads/media_items/research-questions.original.pdf
http://twp.duke.edu/uploads/media_items/research-questions.original.pdf
http://twp.duke.edu/uploads/media_items/research-questions.original.pdf
http://twp.duke.edu/uploads/media_items/research-questions.original.pdf
https://www.esc.edu/online-writing-center/resources/research/research-paper-steps/developing-questions/worksheet-evaluate-research-question/
https://www.esc.edu/online-writing-center/resources/research/research-paper-steps/developing-questions/worksheet-evaluate-research-question/
https://www.esc.edu/online-writing-center/resources/research/research-paper-steps/developing-questions/worksheet-evaluate-research-question/
https://www.esc.edu/online-writing-center/resources/research/research-paper-steps/developing-questions/worksheet-evaluate-research-question/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gb80xIoS9w0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gb80xIoS9w0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gb80xIoS9w0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gb80xIoS9w0


Johnson HUM Research Questions



Hurst HUM Research Questions



Dachpian HUM Research Questions



#4 Start Researching and Collecting Info

Once you’ve got final approval of your research question, it’s time to start working to answer that question. You may have a good idea 
of what the answer already is, but you need to collect the evidence to respond in a convincing manner. 

Use the Research Paper Source Documentation template 
to help you collect the information you’ll need. 

1. As you read through or watch your sources, record any 
evidence that will be helpful in answering your 
research question. Record it even if you think there 
will be the slightest chance you’ll use it. 

2. You will take quotations and paragraphased sources 
directly from this document when writing your 
research paper. The more complete this is, the easier 
your paper will be to write and the higher quality it 
will be. 

3. At least one resource that you reference in your 

paper must be a non-English source.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AyXNI5Npd35o-EQuo6WLKdfKj870bG2hWFQVaRYEoJE/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AyXNI5Npd35o-EQuo6WLKdfKj870bG2hWFQVaRYEoJE/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AyXNI5Npd35o-EQuo6WLKdfKj870bG2hWFQVaRYEoJE/edit


#5 Annotated Bibliographies

Continue by creating an annotated bibliography (a bibliography of 
sources you’ve consulted with a paragraph describing the source 
and its value). 

a. Within the paragraph, you must address: Origin, 
Purpose, Value, and LImitations of each source. 

b. By the end of your research, you must include at 
least three entries into your annotated 
bibliography.

An annotated bib is nothing more than an MLA style list of sources with explanation written below. Check out this link for an example 
of an annotated bib entry.

Please make sure your formatting matches the entry’s exactly. Your annotated bib must be in alphabetical order and should follow 
MLA conventions.  Here’s a template to use. 

More links and guidance for Annotated Bibliographies. 

● Cornell University Library
● Example Annotated Bib w/ guidance

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/614/03/
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/media/pdf/20090309032047_614.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CRynT1UOZWzQG3HtyjIeq4lZOjBzwgnNz8iVTTTkSMg/edit
http://guides.library.cornell.edu/annotatedbibliography
http://guides.library.cornell.edu/annotatedbibliography
http://bcs.bedfordstmartins.com/writersref6e/lmcontent/ch07/PDF/Hacker-Orlov-MLA-Biblio.pdf
http://bcs.bedfordstmartins.com/writersref6e/lmcontent/ch07/PDF/Hacker-Orlov-MLA-Biblio.pdf


Writing a Thesis Statement

Specific Guidance and Resources
Purdue U. OWL: Thesis Statements
UI Urbana-Champagne: Writing Thesis Statements
U. Arizona: Analytical Thesis Statements

With the submission of your thesis statement, you must include a one paragraph description of the process you took in identifying 
your topic and narrowing to your research question and thesis.

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/545/01/
http://www.cws.illinois.edu/workshop/writers/tips/thesis/
http://www.u.arizona.edu/~sung/pdf/thesis.pdf

